
EXTERNAL FACTORS OF CADBURY INDIA

In this PEST analysis of Cadbury, we examine how this leading chocolate company has dealt with external factors in the
UK and in other countries.

Training and development helps in retaining the employees in the organisation. Conclusion In this PEST
analysis of Cadbury, we saw how this leading chocolate company has dealt with external factors in the UK
and in many other countries as well. Youth as well as adults gave a positive response to these flavours. Thus,
Cadbury products are now under the ownership of the American confectionary giant. Implementation of new
approaches helps in competing with the external environment. Kids were attracted with the goodies and
rewards given with the purchase of Cadbury chocolates. The Nestle was very far distant as number 2 when
compared to Cadbury. Everyone prefers to work in the organisation that have open working environment.
Identifying those macro-environmental forces affecting the business, understanding and analyzing them are
the important procedures taken up to avoid such problems. Providing training to employees increase the cost
of training. In the UK, 8 Cadbury factories hired workers but many restrictions that are imposed could lead to
the company having difficulty in skilled employees later. Introduction of new approaches to human resource
management helps in utilising the resources in better way. We will make special emphasis on Cadbury UK, as
this is where the company originally began. The policies and the working environment of the organisation also
have its impact on the retention of talent. If an employee has completed around years of his career as HR
generalist, and want to change his department to training and development then he should be allowed to do
this by undergoing a proper process. Down below are some links of Cadbury T. Social In one respect, Cadbury
was born as a result of social factors. They need to be properly trained about using that approaches. Noe, R. In
, the Value-added Tax that was imposed led to the rise in prices of chocolate which ultimately brought a
decline to sales. They try to reach the right candidates so that they can get a pool of talent to select their
employee. Fossil fuels are used in huge amounts and hence increasing in costs. The current situation and full
knowledge of all the current processes running in the organisation is crucial to be studied before implementing
any new approach. Ineffective communication leads to improper understanding of the change by the
employees. Some of the internal forces that affect the HRM practices of the organisation are organisational
structure, culture, strategies and objectives. Hence, Cadbury and its range of products are now owned by the
American confectionary giant. V commercial to justify the above facts. Cadbury even worked with the Indian
government in development of cocoa cultivation. Of course, the format of the presentation barred us from
discussing how the acquisition of Kraft Foods will affect company performance in the future. Employees
rather than the management form the organisations. The lack of planning cats a barrier to bring out change.
The commitment of organisation to its employee leads to better performance by the employees. For instance,
if the labor cost in a certain country is high and Cadbury plans on having a manufacturing unit in that country,
Cadbury will face high product costs. Cadbury has been adopting techniques that are environment friendly so
that they maintain their brand image in most of their markets but consumers have become more conscious than
ever and thus this will affect the sale of their products. The imposition of taxes is yet another political factor
that will determine how Cadbury manages its investment and payment to shareholders.


